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ABSTRACT
A growing number of cities nowadays have transformed themselves as new
creative forces at a global stage to attract attention. According to the Hong
Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics released in 2015, the value attributed from
the cultural and creative industries was HK$106.1 billion contributing to 5.1%
of the Gross Domestic Product in Hong Kong in 2013. It is definitely
becoming one of the most dynamic sectors in Hong Kong and the government
has started to realize its growing importance.
The recent opening of Police Married Quarters (“PMQ”), a unique hub
striving to promote Hong Kong’s creative industries, has set a new cultural
landmark and creative cluster in Hong Kong. This thesis aims to find out how
a cultural and creative hub can be operated as a social enterprise in Hong
Kong, and equally as important, the various impacts of such a hub on society
are also examined.
First, this report outlines the definition of “cultural hub” and “social
enterprise”. Then, it explores and discusses the ways to quantify various
impacts, namely economic, cultural and social impacts, by setting out
parameters through different theoretical frameworks. Results of PMQ’s impact
are awaited for conclusion given the PMQ is newly established. However, this
thesis contributes to the understanding of creative industries by proposing
measurement methods of the impacts for future discussions and application.
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1.0 Introduction
The creative industries are becoming one of the fast-growing sectors and
important economic drivers in the global economy.  It is argued that they can
enhance the innovation capacity with the exploitation of information and
technology and in return boost the future economic growth. Creative industries
are often related to creative economy and creative class, as John Howkins has
stated in his book “The Creative Economy”1 that creative industries make the
core of creative economy. Richard Florida’s “The Rise of the Creative
Industries”2 has also stressed the importance of creative individuals being a
key factor in economic growth.
According to “Future Cities:  Driving growth through the creative economy”3
produced  by  The  Economist  Intelligence  Unit,  a  growing  number  of  cities
have emerged as new creative forces on the global stage through their arts and
culture sectors to attract attention. These cities, namely Austin, Berlin, Mexico
City, Mumbai and Seoul, are driving new businesses through the strength in
their creative industries to attract talent and investment. Based on this strength,
these cities have also accelerated urban development and improved the quality
of living for their residents.
Comparing with other cities, Hong Kong has often been regarded as a cultural
desert. The Hong Kong government’s focus on the financial and servicing
industries since the economic transformation from industrial activities before
the 1980s has in turn neglected the development of the cultural and creative
sectors.  Some  critics  blamed  the  continuous  lack  of  support  from  the
government has contributed to the current disappointing arts and culture scene.
However, even though there are relatively not many government policies to
promote the cultural and creative industries, it has been considered as one of
																																																								
1 Howkins, J., The Creative Economy: How People Make Money from Ideas, Penguin Global, 2002
2 Florida, R.. The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Community
and Everyday Life, New York: Perseus Book Group, 2002
3 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Future Cities: Driving Growth Through the Creative Economy, A
Special Feature from Prudential Investment Management, at http://creativecities.eiu.com/
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the  six  new  pillar  industries  in  Hong  Kong  since  the  “Policy Address” in
20094.
The Hong Kong government has started realizing the growing importance of
the cultural and creative industries in the past decade.  “Create Hong Kong”,
an office dedicated to promoting the development of creative industries, was
set up in June 2009 to coordinate work amongst various government
departments to better support the industry. A HK$300 million “CreateSmart
Initiative” was established to provide financial support for the creative
economy.  The on-going setup of West Kowloon Cultural District (“WKCP”),
a project that is considered to be one of the largest and most significant
cultural projects in the world, has shown the government’s long term
commitment to shape Hong Kong as an international arts and cultural
metropolis.
Apart from the abovementioned, the Hong Kong government has also
financed and initiated a number of projects aiming to promote the culture and
creative industry. These include Cattle Depot Artist Village, an artist village
initiated in response to Oil Street artist movement in 2001; Jockey Club
Creative Arts Centre, a self-funded NGO-initiated project housed in a
transformed industrial building in 2008; Comix Home Base, a creative
industry cluster opened in 2013; ADC Arts Space, another artist village in
Wong Chuk Hang in 2014; and the most recently opened Policed Married
Quarters (“PMQ”), a new creative hub situated in the heart of the SoHo area,
aiming to establish itself as an icon of the Hong Kong creative industries and
to showcase Hong Kong’s high quality local brands at a global stage.
Although the actual impact created from these projects are yet to be identified,
it has certainly attracted the public’s attention towards the culture and creative
sectors in Hong Kong. It has also reignited the public’s interest in working in
the sector or even setting up businesses to explore various opportunities.  The
recently established PMQ has further reinforced the idea by inviting
																																																								
4 The 2009-10 Policy Address – Breaking New Ground Together, at
http://www.policyaddress.gov.hk/09-10/eng/docs/policy.pdf	
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entrepreneurs  to  set  up  businesses  in  the  prime  located  site  at  a  favorable
rental rate. PMQ has been the center of attention since it has opened to public
in 2014, with its innovative model of operation as a creative hub and social
enterprise, it attracts extensive media coverage and a great number of visitors
to  the  site.  In  this  thesis,  PMQ  will  be  taken  as  a  case  study  to  explore  its
unique characteristics and ways to quantify its impact, from an economic,
cultural and social perspective.
1.1 Background of PMQ
Located at the heart of Soho, an entertainment zone with a multicultural wine
and dine happenings in the south of Hollywood Road, PMQ was originally the
campus  of  Central  School,  a  school  which  was  first  established  in  1862  at
Gough Street and subsequently relocated to the current site of PMQ as
Queen’s College5. It was later transformed into the first police quarters for
married  rank  and  file  officers  in  Hong  Kong.  Due  to  the  site’s  rich  history
(Central  School  had  a  close  connection  to  Dr.  Sun  Yat-sen)  as  well  as  its
architectural characteristics (it being a good example of modern architecture
commonly found in 1950s), the Chief Executive announced in his 2008-09
Policy Address that the site would be conserved for educational use and to
promote the creative industries6 as part of the heritage conservation initiatives.
The site remained vacant since 2000.
In order to transform the site into a creative industry landmark, the Centre of
Architectural Heritage Research Centre was commissioned to conduct a
Heritage Impact Assessment7 at the end of 2010 and the Development Bureau
began to invite proposals for the operations of the site for creative industries
uses.  The operating right was later awarded to PMQ Management Company
Limited, a non-profit-making social enterprise set up by the Musketeers
																																																								
5 Transformation of Former Police Married Quarters Site on Hollywood Road into a Creative Landmark
Resource Kit. pp.3 at http://www.heritage.gov.hk/en/doc/pmq/ResourceKitForPMQ.pdf
6 The 2008-09 Policy Address – Embracing New Challenges, at http://www.policyaddress.gov.hk/08-
09/eng/docs/policy.pdf	
7 Consultancy for Heritage Impact Assessment for Transformation of the Former Police Married
Quarters Site on Hollywood Road into a Creative Industries Landmark, Volume 1 – Built Heritage
Impact Assessment, March 2011, at http://www.amo.gov.hk/form/PMQ-HIA-vol_01-BHIA.pdf
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Education and Culture Charitable Foundation Limited (“Musketeers
Foundation”), with the support of Hong Kong Design Centre, Hong Kong
Polytechnic University and the Hong Kong Design Institute of Vocational
Training Council. The operating objectives of PMQ are to promote creative
industries, conserve heritage and provide open space to the local public.
According  to  PMQ’s  official  website,  the  operation  runs  as  a  self-financing,
non-profit-making social enterprise8.  A sum of  HK$100 million  was  donated
to the operating company from the Musketeers Foundation, which was co-
founded by Stanley Chu, Lawrence Fung and Leong Ka-chai, for future day-
to-day operation and maintenance of the site, while the Hong Kong
government financed the essential structural and building services work of the
revitalization. The Hong Kong government entered into a tenancy agreement
with PMQ Management Company Limited for a fixed term of 10 years which
was subject to renewal for another 5 years; profits arising from the operations
are shared between the government and the operator equally every 5 years. As
a social enterprise, Musketeers Foundation has committed to reinvest any
profits made into the operations of PMQ.
PMQ is a brand new social enterprise model to run a creative cluster in Hong
Kong as most of the government initiated models previously mentioned were
generally  operated  by  an  NGO  or  different  government  departments.  PMQ
requires recurrent income through the rental of shops and restaurants to be
self-sustainable.  A  similar  project  to  note  is  the  Jockey  Club  Creative  Arts
Centre (“JCCAC”) which is housed in an architectural conversion of the
former Shek Kip Mei Factory Estate.  JCCAC’s objectives are also to support
arts development in Hong Kong, nurture young talents and promote arts and
culture.  JCCAC  was  funded  by  the  Hong  Kong  Jockey  Club  Charities  Trust
and it is currently managed by the Hong Kong Baptist University.
																																																								
8 http://www.pmq.org.hk/about/about-pmq/?lang=en	
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1.2 Research Objectives
This thesis aims to find out how a cultural hub can be run as a social enterprise
in  the  Hong  Kong  context  and  more  importantly,  its  various  impacts  to  the
society.  To  start  off  with,  it  will  first  outline  the  definition  of  both  “cultural
hub”  and  “social  enterprise”.  It  will  then  explore  and  discuss  methods  to
quantify various impacts, namely economic, cultural and social impacts by
setting out parameters through different theoretical frameworks.
Methodologies used and the rationale will be explained. Last but not least, key
research findings will be summarized and applied to the parameters set in
order to propose directions for future research. Suggestions for improvements
will also be discussed.
2.0 Literature Review
As  defined  by  the  City  of  Toronto’s Request for Quotations (“RFQ”) for a
feasibility report on cultural and creative hub in Weston Mt. Dennis in July
2010, a “cultural and creative hub” should demonstrate the majority of its
leasable space is used for businesses within the cultural and creative sector. It
should also provide public access to its various programs and space, facilitate
active interaction and collaboration amongst its tenants and to partner up with
industry sectors9. While there is no universal definition of “social enterprise”,
it generally refers to businesses achieving specific social missions including
but not limited to providing services and products needed by the community,
creating job opportunities to the disadvantaged, improving the human and
environmental well-being; profits made will be principally reinvested for
further development in the city10.
Starting from scratch, PMQ in Hong Kong has positioned itself to be a unique
hub housing entrepreneurs and designers to serve the evolving creative
industries.  Its  goals  are  to  establish  itself  to  be  an  icon  of  Hong  Kong’s
																																																								
9 Jones, T., Robey, P., Birnbaum, E., Njoh, P., Cultural/Creative Hubs in Priority Neighbourhoods –
Feasibility Study for a Cultural/Creative Hub in Weston Mount Dennis, March 2011, at
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2012/ey/bgrd/backgroundfile-45014.pdf
10 http://www.social-enterprises.gov.hk/en/introduction/whatis.html
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creative industries, showcase Hong Kong’s local brands and more importantly
to promote the appreciation of creativity to the community. But what is
“creativity”? Why does PMQ need to serve the creative industries?
2.1 Creative Economy and Its Impact
According to the Creative Economy Report 201311 published by the United
Nations Development Programme (“UNDP”), the creative economy is one of
the most powerful transformative forces today. It is growing at a very rapid
pace not only as an income generator but it also creates jobs and exports
earnings. Creativity and innovation are now the key drivers of economy and
they started to become the real tangible wealth of nations in the 21st Century.
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (“UNCTAD”) has
defined “creative economy” as an evolving concept, which can potentially
generate economic growth and development based on various creative assets.
In summary:-
· “It can foster income generation, job creation and export earnings
while promoting social inclusion, cultural diversity and human
development.
· It embraces economic, cultural and social aspects interacting with
technology, intellectual and tourism objectives.
· It is a set of knowledge-based economic activities with a development
dimension and cross-cutting linkages at macro and micro levels to the
overall economy.
· It is a feasible development option calling for innovative, multi-
disciplinary policy responses and interministerial action.
· At the heart of the creative economy are the creative industries12”.
																																																								
11 Creative Economy Report 2013 – Widening Local Development Pathways, United Nations
Development Programme, 2013 at http://www.unesco.org/culture/pdf/creative-economy-report-2013.pdf
12 Creative Economy Report 2010 – Creative Economy: A Feasible Development Option,
http://unctad.org/en/Docs/ditctab20103_en.pdf	
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So what is creativity? There is no universal definition but it is often associated
with the generation of ideas. In today’s economy, it is suggested that
“creativity” can include artistic creativity where imagination is involved and
expressed in different forms such as text, sound, and image; scientific
creativity where curiosity is involved and the willingness to experiment and
problem solve; economic creativity where innovation is involved and new
business models are being tested which in turn disrupt the existing markets.
All  in  all,  creativity  is  no  doubt  a  key  element  driving  the  economy  and  a
fundamental element to creative industries and creative class.
2.1.1 Creative industries
John Howkins, in his famous work “The Creative Economy” published in
2001, has identified the importance of creative industries to the creative
economy. He stated that the focus is not how people are being creative but
how people use their talents to turn creativity into marketable products. He has
further systemized creative industries broadly into 15 sectors based on its
input to national economy, value added to traditional industries and businesses
by generating creative products and services. They include advertising,
architecture, art, crafts, design, fashion, film, music, performing arts,
publishing, research and development, software, toys and games, television
and radio, computer games13. According to Howkins, the 15 sectors will grow
at a different pace depending on the creativity of people and development of
new technologies to deliver new produces in each sector to generate bigger
profit. The list has set a benchmark to evaluate the contribution of creative
industries in economic values since and there are a number of other models
developed after Howkin’s model, such as the seven economic properties of the
creative industries by Richard Caves 14 , the Concentric Circles model by
Throsby15, the WIPO copyright model, and the UNCTAD model.
																																																								
13 Ibid. 1, pp.116
14 Caves, R., Creative Industries: Contracts Between Arts and Commerce, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2002
15 Throsby, D., The concentric circles model of the cultural industries, Cultural Trends, 17(3): 147–164,
2008
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2.1.2 Creative class/individuals
Having discussed the creative economy and creative industries, talent is
another crucial factor which is indispensible in creating economic value. The
creative class, a terminology suggested by Richard Florida in his bestseller
“The Rise of the Creative Class”, is a posited socioeconomic class that is
arguably a key driving force for economic growth in the development of post-
industrial cities in the United States. According to Florida, about 30 percent of
the US workforce attributes to the creative class. He categorized the creative
class into two broad sections:- the Super-Creative Core consisting of
occupations in science, engineering research, and the Creative Professionals
who are knowledge-based professionals working in the finance, legal and
education fields16. Furthermore, he suggested that the formula for economic
growth is simply based on 3 T’s, which are technology, talent and tolerance.
For the creative industries to grow, it must attract talents.
2.2 Cultural Industries and its impact
Many of the creative resources nowadays are invested in culture-based
industries, as we can see from the 15 sectors Howkins categorized; many of
them are culturally driven such as architecture, art, fashion, film and music.
Creative industries and cultural industries are therefore interlinked. “Culture”
is a term hardly defined but as Raymond Williams once suggested, culture is
ordinary and it  is  a whole way of life through social  order17.  The concept of
cultural products can be seen in the form of goods and services which require
some input of human creativity: they communicate symbolic messages by the
producers to the people who consume them, and they usually contain some
intellectual property rights. Apart from being products for sale, they have a
cultural value that is not fully measureable in monetary terms.  Once the value
is identified and recognized, cultural products can be easily differentiated from
different types of commodities. Cultural products certainly create some sort of
impact to the development of society.
																																																								
16 Ibid. 2, pp. 69
17 Williams, R., Resources of Hope: Culture, Democracy, Socialism, London: Verso, 1989, p. 3-14
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What is cultural value? Why is it important? According to Schwartz and
Bilsky, “Values 1) are concepts or beliefs, 2) pertain to desirable end states of
behaviors, 3) transcend specific situations, 4) guide selection or evaluation of
behaviors and events, and 5) are ordered by relative importance18.” Cultural
values generally reflect on the emphasis of a society’s view and it differs with
various cultural orientations. Jon Hawkes, in his paper the Fourth Pillar of
Sustainability, argues that cultural vitality is important and it should set
alongside with economic, environmental and social sustainability as the fourth
pillar19. He further states that a government’s support through public policy
making is crucial:
· “Governments’ usage and understanding of culture in their planning,
service delivery and evaluation activities have been limited and
counterproductive;
· Carefully planned cultural action is essential for the achievement of
sustainability and wellbeing;
· The engines of cultural production would operate most effectively
through a singular and co-ordinated setting within government
management structures;
· The development of a cultural framework through which all public
planning can be evaluated is an essential step;
· Active community participation in arts practice is an essential
component of a healthy and sustainable society20”.
2.2.1 Cultural Vitality
Defined by the Urban Institute’s Arts and Culture Indicators Project (“ACIP”),
“cultural vitality is the evidence of creating, disseminating, validating, and
																																																								
18 Schwartz, H. & Bilsky, W., Towards a Universal Psychological Structure of Human Values, Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 1987
19 Hawkes, J., The Fourth Pillar of Sustainability: Culture’s Essential Role in Public Planning,
Melbourne Common Ground Publishing Pty Ltd in association with the Cultural Development Network
(Vic), 2001
20 Ibid. pp. 2
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supports of arts and culture as a dimension of everyday life in communities21.”
In order to measure the cultural vitality of a place, ACIP has set out three
parameters that serve as dimensions of quantitative measurement. First, it is
the presence of arts and culture, where arts and cultural practices are present at
neighborhood  level.  It  is  best  to  be  embedded  in  and  closely  tied  to  local
communities. Second, there is participation involvement. Participation
involvement does not only refer to attendance and consumption but actions of
making  arts,  learning,  promoting  at  all  levels.  Last  but  not  least,  it  needs  to
have some form of support. Support could range from support from the local
community to support from the public and commercial sectors22.
2.3 Social Impact
Apart from economic and cultural impacts, creative industries also create
social impact to a certain extent. The biggest and most quantifiable
contribution is employment. According to the Creative Economy Report 2010,
the number of talents working in creative industries is usually significant and
they account for approximately two to eight percent of the overall workforce.
The Creative Economy Report 2010 further states that the quality of jobs
offered in the creative industries is generally better with higher satisfaction
comparing to traditional, routine occupations due to the commitment and
sense of cultural involvement 23 . It may also help to accelerate urban
regeneration in order to attract talents from overseas. Other impacts include
social inclusion and gender equality.
																																																								
21 Jackson, M.R., Green, F.K., Herranz, J., Cultural Vitality in Communities: Interpretation and
Indicators, Culture, Creativity, and Communities Program, The Urban Institute, 2006, pp. 13, at
http://www.urban.org/research/publication/cultural-vitality-communities-interpretation-and-
indicators/view/full_report
22 Jackson, M.R., Green, F.K., Herranz, Art and Culture in Communities: A Framework for
Measurement, Policy Brief No. 1 of the Culture, Creativity, and Communities Program, The Urban
Institute, 2003, at http://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/311008-Art-and-
Culture-in-Communities-A-Framework-for-Measurement.PDF	
23 Ibid. 12, pp.24
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2.3.1 Social Impact Assessment
It is difficult to measure social impact, as many social impact specialists argue
that it is simply quite impossible to draw a conclusive list since social change
usually leads to other changes. However, attempts have been made to measure
social impact and in particular, the Social Impact Assessment (“SIA”) is
commonly  used  for  discussion  in  the  policy  planning  process.  SIA  is  a  term
formalized  by  the  introduction  of  the  US  National  Environment  Policy  Act
(“NEPA”) dated back in 1969. It was a methodology used to review social
effects of environmental alterations made by infrastructure projects in the US
and it has been changing since. Audrey Armour suggested a list of parameters
used to measure social impact in 1990 which included the people’s way of life
in living, working and interacting with each other on a daily basis; their
culture on shared beliefs, customs and values; and lastly the characteristics of
their community in terms of facilities and services24.
Frank Vanclay has further expanded on the list by adding:
· their political systems — the extent to which people are able to
participate in decisions that affect their lives, the level of
democratisation that is taking place, and the resources provided for
this purpose;
· their environment — the quality of the air and water that people use;
the availability and quality of the food that they eat; the level of hazard
or risk, dust, and noise in which they are exposed to; the adequacy of
sanitation, their physical safety, and their access to and control over
resources;
· their health and well-being — where ‘health’ is understood in a
manner similar to the World Health Organisation definition: ‘‘a state
of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity’’;
																																																								
24 Armour, A., Integrating Impact Assessment into the Planning Process. Impact Assess Bull 1990;
8(1/2): 3 – 14. 1990
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· their personal and property rights — particularly whether people are
economically affected, or experience personal disadvantage, which
may include a violation of their civil liberties; and
· their fears and aspirations — their perceptions about their safety, their
fears about the future of their community, and their aspirations for
their future and the future of their children25.
3.0 Methodology
This is a qualitative research study using participants’ observation and in-
depth interview as methods to set a benchmark to measure the economic,
cultural  and  social  impact  on  a  culture  hub  using  PMQ  as  an  example.
Research on media clippings, social media and other printed materials by
PMQ will also be used.  As one of the “Conserving Central” initiatives by the
Hong Kong government, PMQ is dedicated for revitalization with creative
industries and related education uses, it is therefore a good example in Hong
Kong to study its impact of developing a creative and cultural hub to the
society.
In this study, participants’ observations play an important role in observing the
human traffic to the site, the characteristics of its clientele and audience,
participation at all levels in various exhibitions, workshops, etc. Site visits
have been made numerous times on weekdays and weekends at different times
during the day. Focus has also been made to study the interactions amongst
tenants, and the revitalized site to its surrounding communities. PMQ is
located on No. 35 Aberdeen Street, bounded by Hollywood Road, Aberdeen
Street, Staunton Street and Shing Wong Street. It is surrounded by restaurants,
boutique retail shops and residential buildings in the middle of Central and
Sheungwan.
In-depth interviews were conducted with two permanent tenants in the retail
and fashion industries and two other tenants of short-term pop-up stores
																																																								
25  Vanclay, F.,Social Impact Assessment. In: Petts J, editor. Handbook of Environmental Impact
Assessment, Vol.1, Oxford: Blackwell, 1999, pp.301-26	
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focused in arts and painting. Interview questions focused on whether there is
any interaction between tenants, whether the tenants are actively involved in
the cultural events held at the site, and the advantages and disadvantages of
opening an actual store at PMQ. According to a press release by PMQ on
tenancy application published in 2013, there were 141 applications for studio
units received and it was expected that three-quarters of the studio tenants
were offered a 2-year fixed-term lease while the rest was offered a short-term
lease for pop-up stores. It stated that 94% of the tenants were local brands, and
the remaining 6% was be divided equally by non-locals brands and
institutions26.
Last but not least, due to the growing popularity and significance of social
media nowadays, research was also conducted on PMQ’s Facebook page,
Instagram account and other social media means to observe people’s views
and comments towards PMQ’s programs, events, and tenant mix.
4.0 Research Findings
PMQ is a conserved heritage compound and it has been converted into a
landmark for creative industries in Hong Kong since April 2014. It is a site
with two main buildings named Staunton and Hollywood surrounding a
courtyard on the ground floor level with an enclosed multi-function hall
connecting the two buildings on the second floor. A landscaped roof is
installed on top of the hall for occupant and public appreciation. Underneath
the ground floor courtyard there is an interpretation area with facilities
displaying the foundation remains from the former Central School for
educational use.
To  qualify  as  a  cultural  and  creative  hub  defined  by  RFQ,  the  majority  of
PMQ’s leasable space, with more than 100 studio units, is used for businesses
in the cultural and creative sector. Apart from that, free access is open to the
																																																								
26 Press Release: PMQ Studio Unit – Assessment of Tenancy Application Completed, at
http://www.pmq.org.hk/media/PMQ_Studio_Unit_Assessment_of_Tenancy_Application_Completed_20
13_06_28_Eng_1.pdf
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public for the appreciation of space and events held and it has strategic
partners within the industry such as the Hong Kong Ambassadors of Design,
Hong Kong Federation of Design Associations and the Hong Kong Federation
of Youth Groups. Having committed to reinvest its profits in the continuing
development of PMQ, it has also qualified as a social enterprise suggested by
the Home Affairs Department with promoting the Hong Kong local brands
and nurturing a group of creative human capital as its social missions.
4.1. Economic Impact
In accordance with the 15 creative industry sectors identified by Jon Howkins,
PMQ has currently housed more than 100 brands and shops and it is
categorized as follow according to the Guidebook printed by PMQ:
Sector/Area Shops Numbers/109
shops
Architecture AIA Hong Kong – A Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, Cocoon Architecture,
EOQ, Stylus Studio Limited, TCA Limited
4
Art Art Projects Gallery, Ken Chi Art Loft,
YellowKorner
3
Design C’monde Studios, GAA Design Farm,
Innermost, LAAB, TOM DIXON, Whitehole
Design, Delication, Eravolution, G.O.D,
GLUE Associates, HKTDC Design Gallery,
TTXS Concept Store
12
Crafts 2 magpies, 513 Paint Shop, 794729 Metal
Work, aogp, Alternative Country, Bamboa’
home, Chocolate Rain, Coney & Co.,
DesignPMQ, Diamanti Per Tutti,
FABcessories, FLOW + Living, Flying
Zacchinis, Found MUJI, GOOD DESIGN
STORE, Haus Colllection, Herman Miller,
HOME.WORKS, ibility, Jade Art, Jadeco
Make-A-Tote, kapok – crafted in hong kong,
KMC Design, Lianca, Mall852.com,
MARIJOLI, Museum CONTEXT, nu shop,
Obellery – Contemporary jewellery studio,
Open Quote, OUT OF STOCK, POMCH,
Pro-Balance by Jiminox, ro, SEE Through
Craftsmen, Smith & Norbu, SOIL, STARS &
TART/VISULAZE, STOCKHOLM, the HK
Room, The Little Finger, THE REFINERY,
41
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YILINE, Z Gallery
Fashion A Day with Fe, ALY & RACHELLE, Cecilia
Ma, Chailie Ho, Hak, handkerchief,
HARRISON WONG, hashtag, Image Lab,
Loom Loop, me Me & ME, Methodology,
Mondovi Lingerie Couture, Oecoeco,
Pheotypsetter, robynestricot, S.Nine by
Susanna Soo, SANDIE KHOO, SHOWcase
by bread and butter, Three Artisans, tong-
chao, VIVIENNE TAM, WHOSTHATshop,
Winsome Lok, YC Yeung Chin
25
Apart  from  a  few  foreign  brands,  the  majority  of  brands  at  PMQ  are  local
homegrown brands and they all fall within the 15 creative industry sectors. In
order to measure the economic contribution of these industries, the Census and
Statistics Department suggested that it could be measured in terms of the
generation of value added, employment opportunities created and trades made
in relevant goods and services27. According to the Hong Kong Monthly Digest
of Statistics released in June 2015, the culture and creative industries created
an added value of HK$106.1 billion contributing to 5.1% to the Gross
Domestic Product (“GDP”) in 2013. Employment was increased by 3.6% from
2012 contributing to 5.6% of the total employment in Hong Kong.
Having approximately 37,000 cultural and creative industry-related
establishments in Hong Kong together with more than 200,000 practitioners28,
there is no doubt that creative industries are becoming a significant economic
driver  to  Hong  Kong’s  economy.  The  opening  of  PMQ  has  certainly
contributed to the growth of the sector, but what is the actual situation? Even
though figures are yet to be released, as it is still a relatively new landmark in
the city, some feedbacks have been received from a number of in-depth
interviews with shop workers and owners at PMQ.
Interviewee  A is  a  part-time worker  at  a  shop  on  a  higher  floor  level  selling
materials with a permanent lease, her other part-time job is a school art
																																																								
27 Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics – The Cultural and Creative Industries in Hong Kong, June
2015, at http://www.statistics.gov.hk/pub/B71506FA2015XXXXB0100.pdf
28 Hong Kong: The Facts, Information Services Department, HKSAR, December 2014, at
http://www.gov.hk/en/about/abouthk/factsheets/docs/creative_industries.pdf	
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teacher. She has been working at the shop for almost a year now. She thinks
that PMQ is a brilliant project that promotes culture and creativity in the city.
However, from a business perspective, she observes that the foot traffic has
dropped significantly since PMQ was first opened, and it gets really quiet
during weekdays except when there are exhibitions or special markets
happening during weekends. Having said that, she thinks the presence of the
shop  at  PMQ  still  draws  people’s  attention.  The  shop  has  had  a  number  of
events collaborating with various corporates but she comments it is hard to
hire  staff  as  the  location  is  a  bit  out  of  the  way with  a  long  walk  from MTR
stations. It is not too convenient to buy food or run errands and she has little
interaction with other tenants.
Interviewee B is an owner of a fashion brand with a permanent lease. She got
really excited when she first learnt about the opening of PMQ and she applied
for  tenancy  right  away.  Her  shop  is  located  on  a  higher  level  too  where  she
observes that it is an obstacle to foot traffic. She recalls that there were many
more people when PMQ first opened, but the foot traffic gradually reduced
especially on weekdays.  She realizes that people are not particularly keen to
walk  through  all  levels  of  shops  as  they  have  to  walk  up  the  staircase.  It  is
quite  tiring  to  browse  all  shops  in  one  go.  Having  said  that,  the  business  is
doing decent given the rent is so much cheaper than the market price. She
appreciates the objectives of PMQ but PMQ requires brands to be established
for some time in order to be selected to be one of the tenants; new brands
might have difficulties meeting this requirement. With the current business
volume, her budget cannot afford to hire more staffs. She has little interaction
with other tenants too.
Interviewees C and D are both owners of pop-up stores that are related to arts.
Both  sell  art  paintings  as  well  as  host  various  painting  workshops  offered  to
the public at  a reasonable cost.  Both shops are located at  a lower level of the
main building which benefitted from a higher foot traffic. Interviewee C has
truly  enjoyed  her  experience  at  PMQ  and  she  thinks  that  PMQ  has  done  a
great job to attract people from different age groups. Even though she did not
sell  many paintings,  she  is  pleased  that  her  workshops  were  popular.  On the
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other hand, Interviewee D gets frustrated with the management sometimes
where there are too many restrictions in setting up her shop. She thinks that
the leasing period of a pop-up store is too short but she has attracted a few
media coverage. She feels that PMQ is commercial in a sense that tenants are
competitive in doing businesses. She has little interaction with other tenants.
4.2 Cultural Impact
To  start  off  with,  PMQ  is  a  heritage  site.  The  Antiquities  and  Monuments
Office (“AMO”) conducted several investigations to review PMQ’s heritage
value, and rated PMQ as a Grade 3 Historic Building in Hong Kong in 2010.
As aforementioned, the current PMQ site was originally occupied by Central
School, which was the first government school in Hong Kong that provided
primary and secondary education to the public. The site witnessed the
development of colonial education run by the British government from the late
19th Century  to  the  early  20th Century. Prior to that, schools in Hong Kong
were run by missionary bodies. Furthermore, Central School had significant
connections to many important social figures such as Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Dr. Fok
Ying Tung, Mr. Lee Hysan and General Ho Shai Lai who received their early
education there. This demonstrated the significance of the site both historically
and culturally. The conservation of PMQ displaying its foundation remains
and unearthed objects has definitely created certain cultural impact to the
society. Guided tours organized by Underground Interpretation Area Walk-in
Tour  and  PMQ  Heritage  Interpretation  Guided  Tour  are  now  offered  to  the
public free of charge and there are other historical spots in PMQ conserved for
public appreciation. These historical spots include the entrances, granite steps
and rubble retaining wall, former Central Junior Police Call Clubhouse and
former living units of police officers.
4.2.1 Events and Exhibitions
Since its opening, PMQ has hosted and curated many design and cultural
events of different scales and PMQ has become an important channel to
promote arts and culture, creativity to the mass. One of the first major events
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that attracted tremendous media coverage was the “1600 Pandas World Tour
in Hong Kong: Creativity Meets Conversation”. It is a world tour launched by
World Wild Foundation (“WWF”) in 2008. 1,600 is the number of living
pandas  left  in  the  wild  and  French  artist  Paulo  Grangeon  crafted  the  same
number of paper pandas with recycled materials in six different shapes and
sizes to tour around the world in order to promote the spirit of conservation
and sustainable development. The exhibition was launched to the public for
free in June 2014. Part of the proceeds made arising from other parts of the
exhibition was used for maintaining exhibition operations and supporting
other social projects.
In celebration of the exhibition, PMQ launched the “Panda Co-Creation with
Local Creatives’ program” and “Hug-a-Panda” programs to help promote
conservation and sustainability through creativity. Tenants of PMQ were
invited to design a variety of panda-themed merchandise using eco-friendly
materials for sale, and part of the profits made was donated to WWF Hong
Kong. There were workshops teaching students how to make their own paper
pandas. The exhibition on the whole received many positive feedbacks and it
attracted a lot of foot traffic and attention to PMQ despite it was opened for a
short period of time.
Another exhibition that became a hot topic in town was the Detour 2014 held
in  November  2014.  Detour  has  been  conceived  as  a  concurrent  event  of  the
Business of Design Week since 2004 and it has now become an annual event
to showcase inspiring designs from young creative talents in Hong Kong. Its
aim is to engage a wider participation from the general public so as to bring
awareness of the values that design, art and culture bring through series of
exhibitions and programs. The former site of PMQ played host to Detour 2009
and 2011 and it was naturally the best place to be at after its vitalization.
Detour 2014 started with a theme of “Co-production” where a wide variety of
creative workshops, design dialogues and installation were hosted. They were
all  open  to  public  participation  and  were  free  of  charge.  They  tried  to  bring
international content to PMQ and interact with the mass and local design
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tenants in search for creative inspiration, connection and collaboration. It
turned out to be a great success.
Site visits had been made to both events a few times and it was observed that
not only was there a huge number of visitors attracted to PMQ, their  level of
participation was also high. It was obvious that the target audience was
different for both events: the “1600 Pandas World Tour in Hong Kong:
Creativity Meets Conversation” exhibition and its associated programs
attracted people from diverse backgrounds across all age groups whereas
Detour 2014 had attracted people more from a creative and design
background. Nonetheless, both events did a great job in engaging the public as
many  of  their  workshops  were  fully  subscribed.  This  echoes  with  the
feedbacks from the majority of interviewees. However, none of them attended
the workshops as they were all tied up with work during the events to capture
businesses from the foot traffic. Both Interviewee A and Interviewee C made
the same comment that the collaboration between artists and public to draw
paintings and art work on the walls of corridor during an event at Detour 2014
was beautiful, but the PMQ management cleaned up the art works
immediately after the exhibition. They both suggested that PMQ management
could be more flexible in this respect and that the beautiful artistic works
could be kept for a longer time.
Apart from the abovementioned bigger-scale events, PMQ currently hosts
various creative and cultural events, workshops all year long. These events
and workshops are related to art, design, architecture, or even cooking; some
of  them  are  hosted  by  PMQ’s  existing  tenants.  PMQ  also  actively  invites
different  curators  from  all  over  the  world  to  exhibit  their  artworks  and
installations on site. For example, Belgian artist Charles Kaisin created a giant
origami art installation entitled “HYPHEN” to celebrate the Chinese New
Year in 2015. In addition, with the popular use of social media nowadays,
PMQ can easily promote their events, and in turn, culture and creativity
through its Facebook page and Instagram account to its 50,000 subscribers and
7,000 followers respectively, as these two platforms are the most influential
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channels nowadays especially to the younger generation. More than 50,000
posts with the “PMQ” hash-tag were posted on Instagram since it’s opened.
4.2.2. Cultural Vitality
Applying the definition of cultural vitality set by ACIP, it is apparent from the
events “Panda Co-Creation with Local Creatives” and Detour 2014 that there
is presence of art and culture. It is equally apparent from other art installations
such as HYPHEN, which was made of 13,500 origami horses hanging in the
courtyard of PMQ. Many of their programs are open to public free of charge
and it certainly poses opportunities for people to participate. However, it
seems that many of the bigger-scale events are collaborations with overseas
artists and organizations; the support of local art and culture organizations at
the neighborhood level is relatively low. Moreover, workshops and/or lectures
provided during various events were popular; participants did not merely
attend the workshops and/or lectures or consume the cultural products, they
also participated in making arts and learning. It is suggested that PMQ could
organize more discussion or schooling sessions and involve more local
practitioners, teachers and students to participate. After all, education lies at
the heart of art and culture promotion and it should start at an early stage of
people’s life. Lastly, PMQ gains support from various bodies including the
public and private sectors. This was exemplified by the HK$100 million
donation made by the Musketeers Foundation for the operations of PMQ in
addition to the Hong Kong government’s financial support on building
services  work.  There  is  also  support  from  various  local  art  and  culture
organizations such as Asiart Archive, Hong Kong Architecture Centre, Hulu
Culture. Summing up, cultural vitality is present within the PMQ project but
the level is yet to be measured. All interviewees agree that PMQ is on the right
track in promoting arts and culture, however, more work needs to be done in
engaging its community surrounding the site.
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4.3 Social Impact
Employment is one of the major social impacts created by the creative and
cultural industries, judging by the number of studio spaces currently occupied
by  local  and  foreign  brands  at  PMQ,  it  has  no  doubt  created  new  job
opportunities to people who are interested to invest time in the creative sector.
However, as mentioned by Interviewees A and B, hiring staff is difficult. Even
though the PMQ tenants’ scope of businesses falls within the 15 creative
sectors defined by Howkins, the job nature is actually more like a retail sales
role at this stage and it will take time for them to require creativity input.
Budget is another concern which hinder many of the newly established brands
to  hire  more  staff  at  this  stage.  On  the  other  hand,  PMQ  has  enhanced  an
extent  of  social  inclusion  to  the  society.  The  World  Bank  defines  social
inclusion as a process in helping the less privileged to have equal access to
markets, services, social and physical spaces. By offering an allowance of
20% to 50% of rent comparing to market rate, it gives small creative
businesses a better chance to showcase their work and gain exposure at PMQ.
Furthermore, the free access offered to the public for most of the exhibitions
and workshops held can give the public an equal opportunity to appreciate and
learn arts and culture, and to get inspired by innovative ideas and creativity.
In  applying  the  SIA  to  measure  social  impacts  of  PMQ,  it  is  best  to  pick  a
number of useful parameters such as the change in people’s way of life, their
culture values and characteristic of community. The opening of PMQ has
given  the  public  a  choice  to  immerse  themselves  into  a  unique  hub  with
various culture and creative experience, it gives the tenants, practitioners and
visitors a platform to work, interact and play with each other on a daily basis.
It has also arguably shaped some of their cultural values, especially to people
who do not often have the opportunities to be immersed in a wide variety of
cultural and creative products and experiences. At the same time, the local
community has changed due to the opening of PMQ. The most observable
change is the shops surrounding the site: as PMQ is a creative landmark which
is expected to draw more foot traffic in the area, some shops have closed down
businesses due to the higher rent sought by landlords. This is typical in Hong
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Kong’s free market. Larger scale companies with better financial support are
now taking up some of the surrounding shop spaces to set up more profitable
operations which in turn eliminate small enterprises. The opening of PMQ
definitely shaped the characteristics and services provided by the local
community.
5.0 Conclusion
Being one of the eight projects selected in the “Conserving Central” initiative
announced by the Chief Executive in his 2009-10 Policy Address, the opening
of  PMQ  attracted  tremendous  public  and  media  attention.  It  has  set  a
benchmark to other projects such as the New Central Harbourfront, Central
Market, The Central Police Station Compund, Central Government Offices
Complex,  Murray  Building,  Former  French  Mission  Building  and  the  Hong
Kong Sheng Kung Hui Compound. On a positive side, the initiative has
demonstrated the Hong Kong government’s commitment to heritage
conservation in preserving the social, historical and architectural features in
Central and at the same time adding new vibrancy in the area. The decision to
push forward the PMQ project has also reaffirmed the government’s
commitment to promote the culture and creative industries. On the other hand,
the government is often being criticized for its slow decision progress and
efficiency.  The  site  of  PMQ  had  been  vacant  since  2000  until  its  official
opening in 2014. Furthermore, even though the operation right of PMQ was
awarded to a private management company, it is suggested that the
management style is sometimes too bureaucratic. Since PMQ relies on its own
income generation to sustain its operation expenses, the operation objectives
might lean towards maximizing profit rather than promoting the Hong Kong’s
creative industries and culture.
In applying Jon Hawkes’s theory from the Fourth Pillar of Sustainability, it is
agreed that the government’s support through public policy making is crucial
to cultural vitality. In the present case, given the scale of the PMQ project and
its prime location of site selection, it could not have been easily executed
without the Hong Kong government’s support, but it is interesting to observe
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whether carefully planned cultural action and management within the
government’s management structures could contribute to the best outcome of
achieving sustainability and human well being. Take examples of the organic
development of music and art movement in the old industrial buildings in
Kwun Tong and Fo Tan.  In the Kwun Tong case, Hidden Agenda was one of
the most well known venues for alternative music established in a warehouse
in 2009. Set up by a few die-hard music fans, it had quickly gained the
public’s attention and was recognized as the best venue for the city’s
independent music scene. However, right after the government announced the
revitalization measurements for industrial buildings, the venue was sold by the
landlord and the lease was eventually terminated. This is yet another typical
example of the economic driven market in Hong Kong. The same applies to
the  art  and  exhibition  studios  set  up  by  a  number  of  art  students  in  Fo  Tan,
which eventually turned the area to become a famous cultural cluster for arts.
Both examples show that the impact created by organically developed art and
cultural hubs is not any less than that of the ones purposefully created by the
government initiatives, the impact may even be bigger.
In  summary,  this  thesis  aims  to  set  up  a  benchmark  to  study  the  economic,
cultural and social impact of a unique cultural and creative hub in Hong Kong.
Results of its impact is yet to be concluded given PMQ has been established
for  a  relatively  short  period  of  time,  This  thesis  hopes  to  set  out  some
parameters to measure the impacts for discussions and to offer some
suggestions of improvements. It is almost certain that creative industries are
becoming an innovative force and a powerhouse for future economic growth
in Hong Kong, its cultural and social impact are equally important to the
society. When evaluating the three main objectives proposed by PMQ at this
stage, which are to support local creators and designers, to preserve a
historical heritage and to provide public an open and leisure ground, it is
observed that PMQ is on the right direction, or at  least  it  is  trying its  best  to
achieve the goals. In terms of running as a self-financing, non-profit-making
social enterprise, a recently published article from Ming Pao showed that
PMQ made a loss of approximately HK$16 million during its first year of
operation, which brought in the question of whether PMQ could sustain its
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development based on its current model. It is reported that the profits made
from rental income in the first year was minimal comparing to the HK$17
million operational costs29. Despite having foot traffic of approximately 400
million visits during the first year of PMQ’s operations, the key is to find ways
to  maintain  its  competitiveness  and  attraction.  It  is  hoped  that  PMQ  will
continue to grow in the community and help creativity blossom in the city.
																																																								
29元創方開業首年蝕 1600萬自負盈虧存疑租客嘆人流大減, Ming Pao, 25 July 2015, at
http://news.mingpao.com/pns/%E5%85%83%E5%89%B5%E6%96%B9%E9%96%8B%E6%A5%AD%
E9%A6%96%E5%B9%B4%E8%9D%951600%E8%90%AC%20%E8%87%AA%E8%B2%A0%E7%9
B%88%E8%99%A7%E5%AD%98%E7%96%91%20%20%E7%A7%9F%E5%AE%A2%E5%98%86%
E4%BA%BA%E6%B5%81%E5%A4%A7%E6%B8%9B/web_tc/article/20150725/s00002/1437760440
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